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Abstract: The internal worm gear pairs are special ones, which are composed by a helical worm and an internal
teeth worm wheel. The base of these researches is a patent for internal teeth gears manufacturing by a helical
worm hob. The geometrical and kinematics problems were so great and this idea was abandoned. In the case of
internal worm gear pairs, when the internal teeth worm wheel are manufactured by a worm hob with same
geometrical parameters like the helical worm the manufacturing not represent a difficult problem.
The paper presents a new manufacturing method, by turning, which is better then by hobbing, because
in this case we can achieve any module and basic diameter without problems. The method is lower, but is
economically and more simple.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The internal worm gear pairs are special ones, which are composed by a helical worm
and an internal teeth worm wheel. The classic type of these gears is the perpendicular axis one
(figure 1.), but the axis can be under every angle between 0 and 90 degree (figure 2.).
In first step we manufactured these gears with worm hob, but in this case we can
manufactured only one module and we need two
special device, an arm device (figure 3.) and a multicutter device (figure 4.).
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The disadvantages missed this method, in
present we search for a new ellipsoid worm
manufacturing method. In this case also we need
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special devices but it is a universal device for all
modules and wheelbase. In this case we manufacturing
with only one turning tool and the productivity is
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lower but the devices are more simple and cheaper.
Figure 1. Perpendicular-axes
internal worm gearing
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Figure 3. Arm device for manufacturing by
hobbing
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Figure 2. Internal worm gearing with
any axes
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Figure 4. Multi-cutter device

2. THE NEW MANUFACTURING METHOD BY TURNING
The worm manufacturing begins from one semi-manufactured product, which is
approach to the final engine part.
The manufacturing technology depend to the worm design, worm whit bore or worm
whit shaft (figure 5.). The monoblock worm has some advantages, don’t need fixing the worm
to the shaft, by this it is spare space for the bearing and for the length of worm but it need a
forging process and heat treatment. This construction its better for the strain as worm with
bore who it is one additional element, key or flute.

Figure 5. Ellipsoid worm gear with bore and shaft
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When manufacturing worm with bore it is excess cutting process for generate the
contact surface between the worm and his shaft.
This is a precision manufacturing for provide the coaxiality between the elements. Using the
centering holes it is provide the same basis for all the cutting process.
The ellipsoidal surface on the shaft it is manufactured whit the same device (figures 69.), which is use for the worm, using feeds that provide necessaries surface quality. For the
rough- and finish turning at worm it is use the same device and machine tool but different
cutting regime and tools. With rough turning remove the most part of tooling-allowance and
whit finish turning and adequate turning-tool generating the final worm surface.
In the standpoint of manufacturing technology, an ellipsoid worm and a cylindrical
worm manufacturing is similar. The difference is: the tool path is a line for the cylindrical
worm in the contrary with the ellipsoid worm when the path is an arc. The cutting tool is
rotated radial on this arc. (figure 6.)
We know the tools trajectory and we designed a turning device for manufacturing
worm with different pass (p), module (m), diameter ratio (q), and transmission. The new
device is designed for the turning whit cod name SNA560.

Figure 6.
The following movements made a device for the ellipsoid worm manufacturing:
- In horizontal plan perform the tool whit w2 angular speed, but it be must exist the
following relation:

u=
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ω1
,
n ⋅ ω2

where:

ω1-the worm angular speed
ω2-the worm wheel angular speed
n-the number of worm begins
“st” is the tool lead.

Besides the ellipsoid worm manufacturing movements the device have one
perpendicular move on the main axis of turning, for the inner wheelbase fixing. This auxiliary
move guarantied the device universality, that is, for worm pairs whit different wheelbase we
use the same device for manufacturing.
For manufacturing we need closed cinematic chain between worm and turning tool.
The device is drive with the turning lead box.
With the “1” base plat fixing the device on the turning which base plat for the first
time we assembling on the longitudinal guide of the turning. On this same base plat fixing the
elements of bevel gearing. In this way fixed device has a perpendicular displacement of the
turning main axe, this movement control the ellipsoid worm pair wheelbase provide.

Figure 7.
The base element of the device it is a “14” worm gear in the horizontal plane, which
axis must be coincide whit the ellipsoid worm gear theoretical axis for what we
manufacturing the ellipsoid worm. The “14” worm gear gearing whit the “15” cylindrical
worm (whit inside spline) what is drive by the bevel gears and crossing (through) by “9”
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splined shaft. We need the splined shaft between cylindrical worm “15” and bevel gear
because the device it used for variable inner wheelbase.

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

The “14” worm gear is fixed on the “16” axe what drive the “13” turning plate. On this
turning plate it is a radial guide for the cutter holder (tool-post). After each pass of the tool the
cutter holder is lead whit the cutting depth.

3. CONCLUSION
This new manufacturing method is more simple then the used method by hobbing. The
special devices are simple and universal. We can manufacture with the same tool different
ellipsoid worm gears. Also, we can achieve the correspond worm wheel, with different
wheelbase. In other hand, in this case we use lathe machine tool, in the precedent case we
have use toothing hob machine what is a complex machine tool.
Finally, this new method open new possibilities on the manufacture of this new type of
worm gear pair, also the possibilities for use this gear pair.
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